probably 'immature' -its composition looks 'younger' than that of most healthy people of your age (although it may be different in other ways, too). Applying these indicators to their well-nourished cohort, the authors found that microbiota maturity decreased during diarrhoeal episodes, increased with infantformula consumption, was unchanged by recent antibiotic use and was correlated among family members.
Subramanian and colleagues then applied their microbiota-maturation indices to 64 children aged 6-20 months at the start of the study who were sampled during and after in patient treatment for severe acute malnutrition. The children were participating in a randomized trial comparing two therapeutic foods, in combination with supportive therapy that included antibiotics. Compared with healthy children, the malnourished children showed significant microbiota immaturity during treatment, regardless of treatment group. Notably, in the 2-3 months following treatment, the children's microbiota-maturation scores improved significantly; however, after this period, much of this catch-up maturation was lost. These patterns mirrored the anthropometric outcomes of the study: although they gained weight initially, children in both groups remained severely underweight compared with healthy children at the end of the follow-up period. The results also support previous studies of undernutrition in humanized mouse models 7 . Degraded ecosystems are notoriously difficult to restore. Often, such efforts focus on restoring environmental conditions (akin to the food intervention in Subramanian and colleagues' study) and eliminating unwanted species (akin to the antibiotic therapy), then waiting for assembly processes to play out 'naturally' to restore the desired community 8 . But degraded communities can be resistant or resilient to change 8, 9 , and although host health can be restored, youth cannot. The composition of mature communities may depend on the timing and order of earlier species introductions (and extinctions) 10 and may prove difficult to reconstitute (by the use of probiotics, for example). Thus, an ounce of prevention is likely to be worth a pound of cure and, as with other types of developmental delays, early intervention may be crucial.
The approach presented by Subramanian et al. could be used to develop standards across the globe, and then to monitor gut colonization during early childhood, as an early-warning system for microbiotas that are falling 'off track' (and there may be many such tracks to health). A detailed analysis of microbiota maturation in well-nourished populations will complement this work, and allow further deconvolution of some of the common microbiota insults that were unavoidably layered and repeated in the current study. It is becoming clear that recognizing which features of microbiota assembly are associated with health, and understanding whether and how healthy communities bounce back after disturbance, are key requirements for future human-development roadmaps. ■ Elizabeth K. Costello 
QUANTUM COMPUTING

Powered by magic
What gives quantum computers that extra oomph over their classical digital counterparts? An intrinsic, measurable aspect of quantum mechanics called contextuality, it now emerges. See Article p.351 1 uncover a remarkable connection between the power of quantum computers and one of the stranger properties of quantum theory known as contextuality.
Designs for quantum computers often mirror those of conventional computers, in that they are built out of basic components such as logic gates that perform elementary operations on quantum bits of information. A commonly used set of operations for a quantum processor is known as the stabilizer operations 2 . These operations are designed using the rules of quantum physics, but are in many ways similar to those used by a classical machine. For example, initializing quantum bits to a value of 0 or 1, reading out these binary values or flipping them are all stabilizer operations (as well as more-exotic ones). In fact, within this limited set of building blocks, it is often possible to imagine that the quantum bits are simply described by pairs of bits (0's and 1's) that are initialized, processed and measured by stabilizer operations much like the bits in a digital computer 3, 4 . The restricted 'classical' nature of the stabilizer operations lets quantum engineers design error-correcting codes and logic gates that are tolerant when things go wrong.
Any quantum machine that computes using only these stabilizer operations is no more powerful than your desktop computer 5, 6 . So how can we supplement this set to build a quantum computer? There are several approaches, but by far the most common is to provide the computer with a large number of additional quantum bits that are initialized in a peculiar way, using a quantum superposition of the usual stabilizer initializations 7 . A quantum bit described by a superposition possesses characteristics of both binary values 0 and 1 simultaneously. This way of initializing the quantum bits is called magic -a rather suitable name for some of the quantum weirdness that contradicts our everyday experience. Supply a processor that uses only stabilizer operations with quantum bits initialized as magic states and -hey presto! -that limited machine is endowed with the full power of a quantum computer.
If a quantum computer that uses only stabilizer operations is stuck in the slow lane together with today's run-of-the-mill digital computers, but can be 'boosted' to a powerful quantum computer by being supplied with magic states, then these magic states must hold the key to the quantum computer's increased performance. So what is so special about magic states? The answer provided by Howard et al. comes from studying how these states might also be described using pairs of bits for each quantum bit, as we could for stabilizer operations. The authors formalize this perspective by using a non-contextual hidden-variable theory, which is a way of describing the properties of a quantum particle or device using the values (hidden variables) of a number of bits. The non-contextuality comes from the desire to have these bits take consistent values throughout the computation, regardless of when and how we might hypothetically take a peek at their values (the context in which we measure the bits).
We have long known that not all of quantum physics can be described by a non-contextual hidden-variable theory, and there are experimental tests that can be used to prove that quantum systems are contextual and so evade any possible classical description. In their study, Howard and colleagues show that what makes magic states special is precisely their contextuality. Specifically, they find that magic states possess exactly the properties needed to prove that quantum physics is contextual using an experimental test that relies only on stabilizer operations. That is, the authors demonstrate that this particular measurable aspect of quantum weirdness -contextuality -is the source of a quantum computer's power.
A few curious details remain unresolved. First, there are some subtleties that limit what these results can say about quantum bitsthe most elementary quantum systems -as opposed to larger quantum systems. The limitations could simply be a vagary of the proof technique used by the authors, or could be a hint of something deeper. There also remain some unanswered questions regarding the power of states with vanishingly small amounts of magic. And finally, does contextuality power other quantum-computing architectures that supplement stabilizer operations in other ways than supplying magic states, such as those designed around quantum measurements 8 ? Further refinements of the possible tests of contextuality to the most general situations could clarify these outstanding issues.
Knowing that contextuality supplies the magic for quantum computers is much more than a satisfying connection. This finding also promises to help researchers design better architectures for quantum machines. In many of the most sophisticated models for a potential quantum computer, just manipulating magic states into a usable form consumes most of the processor time. 
CELL BIOLOGY
Balancing act
The enzyme parkin is known to promote disposal of organelles called mitochondria that have suffered damage. The identification of an enzyme that opposes parkin demonstrates how a delicate balance is maintained in the cell. See Article p.370
ells have a love-hate relationship with mitochondria. As the power plants of cells, these organelles provide the energy required for life, but mitochondrial defects can lead to the production of reactive oxygen species that disrupt crucial cellular functions. Cells therefore use a specialized program, mitophagy, to eliminate damaged mitochondria and so maintain cellular health. Although a mitophagy signalling pathway comprised of two enzymes, PINK1 and parkin, has been identified, it is not clear what factors inhibit the pathway. In this issue, Bingol et al. 1 (page 370) report that USP30, a deubiquitinating enzyme, puts the brakes on mitophagy.
In cells with healthy mitochondria, parkin is located in the cytoplasm and is thought to be inactive 2, 3 , whereas PINK1 is associated with mitochondria. Activation of PINK1 in response to mitochondrial damage causes migration of parkin, a ubiquitin ligase, to the outer membrane of the mitochondrion, and its subsequent activation by PINK1 (refs 2, 4, 5). Activated parkin then transfers a small protein called ubiquitin to one or more lysine aminoacid residues on dozens of proteins bound to the mitochondrial outer membrane 6, 7 . Following this ubiquitination process, the ubiquitin tags are recognized by the cell's mitophagy machinery 2 , leading to mitochondrial degradation. Defects in mitochondrial quality control, brought about by mutations in PINK1 and parkin are the cause of certain neurodegenerative disorders, such as some earlyonset familial forms of Parkinson's disease 2 .
The pathways downstream of ubiqui tination at the mitochondrial outer membrane are far from clear, but specific ubiquitinated targets and the total number of ubiquitin modifications on target proteins have been offered as possible factors in the recruitment of the mitophagy machinery to mitochondria 2, 7 . Protein ubiquitination is a reversible modification -indeed, the human genome encodes more than 100 deubiquitinating enzymes. Bingol and colleagues therefore reasoned that
